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Abstract
Vaccine design efforts against the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) have been greatly
stimulated by the observation that many infected patients eventually develop highly potent,
broadly neutralizing antibodies (bnAbs). Importantly, these bnAbs have evolved to recognize
not only the two protein components of the viral envelope protein (Env), but also the numerous
glycans that form a protective barrier on the Env protein. Because Env is vastly overglycosylated compared to host glycoproteins, the glycans have become targets for the antibody
response. Therefore, considerable efforts have been made in developing and validating
biophysical methods to elucidate the complex structure of the Env spike glycoprotein with its
combination of glycan and protein epitopes. We illustrate here how the application of robust
biophysical methods have transformed our understanding of the structure and function of the
HIV Env spike and stimulated innovation in vaccine design strategies that takes into account
the essential glycan components.
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Introduction
Determining high resolution structures of viral attachment and fusion glycoproteins has
emerged a critical step in developing immunization strategies where traditional vaccine
approaches have failed (16). Currently, there is no effective vaccine against the type-1 human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1). To aid in that goal, a sustained effort was mounted over
many years to decipher the three-dimensional structure of the heavily glycosylated HIV
Envelope spike (Env) (118, 120, 142). Env consists of a trimer of gp120-gp41 heterodimers
and this viral component is the sole target for neutralizing antibodies (87). Env is resposible
for virion attachment and fusion with target cells by first binding to host cell surface proteins:
CD4 is the primary receptor and chemokine receptors, such as CCR5 or CXCR4, act as coreceptor. Receptor engagement leads to fusion of the viral and host cell membranes and this
cell entry process can be impeded at different stages by antibodies (65). However, the
substantial diversity in this RNA virus that is driven by the error-prone reverse transcriptase
means that the host antibody response is ultimately ineffective in eliminating and, in most
cases, controlling infection once it is established, especially as HIV is a retrovirus.
Notwithstanding, vaccine design efforts have been greatly propelled by the discovery of a
rapidly growing arsenal of antibodies isolated from infected patients that show extraordinary
neutralization potencies against a wide range of clinical isolates (17, 18). One of the major
long-term goals in HIV research has been to decipher the structure of antibody-Env complexes
to aid in efforts to design immunogens that are able to elicit such broadly neutralizing
antibodies (bnAbs) through vaccination (16, 33, 138). Many studies in animal models have
demonstrated that, if such antibodies are present prior to infection in high enough
concentrations, they are able to provide protection against viral challenge (3, 4, 38, 54, 55, 86,
93, 102, 105, 128).
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Until relatively recently, a key limitation in elucidating the epitopes of bnAbs has been
the availability of stable recombinant mimics of the viral Env spike. The pre-fusion
conformation of the spike is metastable and prone to conformational rearrangements or gp120
shedding. These phenomena are particularly significant as almost all bnAbs specifically
recognize the Env native conformation and many are dependent on the quaternary structure of
the trimer. Furthermore, the Env spike undergoes furin-mediated maturation during egress
through the Golgi apparatus to attain its correct pre-fusion conformation (10, 94). Finally,
although accumulating a high density of glycans on the Env surface is a mechanism to evade
the host antibody response (143, 148), bnAbs are still able to recognize the dense glycosylation
(11, 35, 40, 57, 99, 103, 122, 139) as it differs substantially from that of host proteins. Thus,
an active area of investigation has been to determine to what extent recombinant mimics of the
viral spike emulate the glycan processing of native infectious virions (25).
Designing, expressing and validating candidate immunogens that exhibit native-like
trimeric Env structures has been a key goal in HIV structural biology. Despite the apparent
sophistication of current methodologies, significantly divergent structures have been reported
for the Env spike over the years. Similarly, divergence has occurred in the analytical
characterization of the glycans by chromatographic and mass spectrometric methods. Here, we
discuss how rigorous validation processes have led to the unambiguous conclusion that the
“SOSIP”platform (117) is the best-in-class soluble, cleaved, recombinant mimic of Env spike.
We show how the biophysical methods used for analysis can identify correctly folded Env
structures versus those that are misfolded and how the extensive natural sequence diversity of
HIV-1 can be accommodated. We also discuss how the conserved overall Env architecture
substantially shapes glycan processing and leads to a remarkably homogeneous glycan
component of the Env protein that has become a target for antibody recognition.
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Biophysical Analysis of the Glycan Shield
Design and Expression of Recombinant Env
The design and expression of recombinant Env has been central to antibody-based vaccine
efforts and a prerequisite for biophysical analysis. Unlike influenza, for example, HIV virions
display a low density of viral spikes and cannot be extracted from virus particles in appreciable
yields. Therefore, strategies such as protease release of native viral glycoprotein that yielded
the first generation of influenza hemagglutinin structures (146) cannot be readily applied to
HIV. Thus, development of recombinant expression systems to produce properly folded trimers
has been a prerequisite for structural analysis. Additionally, the metastable nature of the HIV
Env spike (as well as other viral spikes) has meant that initial efforts to isolate trimeric material
failed to yield native-like material. The use of trimerization motifs, such as foldon scaffolds,
that were highly successful in producing influenza hemagglutinin trimers for example (37, 132,
133), combined with modification of the sequence between gp120 and gp41 to prevent
cleavage of gp160, did not result in properly folded trimers. These foldon-based HIV oligomers
also displayed poor antigenicity with bnAbs and reacted with antibodies that recognize nonneutralizing epitopes such as at the native oligomerization interface (115). The disordered
nature of these foldon-based immunogens was vividly revealed by electron microscopy (114,
149).
To overcome the barriers to recombinant production of native-like trimers, principally
that of metastability and gp120 shedding, trimers were developed containing mutations that
trap the glycoprotein in its native-like prefusion state. Firstly, a disulphide bond was added
between the gp120 and gp41 subunits (termed “SOS”) (9). Remarkably, this was achieved in
the absence of any structural information, using PAGE and ELISA binding to the very limited
anti-HIV antibodies that were available at the time. Secondly, increased trimer stability was
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engineered by substituting a proline into gp41 (termed “IP”) in order to destabilize the helical
post-fusion conformation and enhance formation of prefusion trimers (119). As the native
trimer requires maturation through furin cleavage, furin cleavage was investigated both in a
cellular and in vitro context. Maximal cleavage was observed when endogenous cleavage
activity was supplemented by co-expression with recombinant furin (10, 32). Negative-stain
electron microscopy (ns-EM) proved to be a valuable tool for screening a wide panel of isolates
containing these SOSIP mutations and included a truncated at the 664 position prior to the
transmembrane region that eliminated the hydrophobic membrane-proximal external region
(67, 117). The goal was to determine which possible strains were candidates for producing
reasonable quantities of cleaved, stable, recombinant Env glycoprotein for structural studies.
The clade A strain, BG505, was selected from this screen and was shown by negative-stain EM
to fold into compact, ordered trimers displaying three-fold symmetry (117). The resulting clade
A BG505 SOSIP.664 was first in-class and catalysed the structural elucidation of the Env spike
initially by negative-stain EM (67, 117), and then at high resolution by cryo-EM and X-ray
crystallography (5, 63, 85). Subsequently, the SOSIP format has been applied to a range of
trimers of different strains, such as for clade B B41 (115), and clade C DU422 and ZM197M
(64); however, the SOSIP mutations are not sufficient to guarantee native-like trimeric
structures for all strains and subtypes of HIV and careful antigenic and biophysical analysis is
a necessary step in the validation of new oligomeric material. Other recombinant trimer
platforms, in part derived from the SOSIP template, have since been developed (51, 52, 71,
127). For review of the history of SOSIP trimers and the current state, please see (118, 120,
142).
Glycoform Engineering
The high density of glycosylation across the Env spike poses special challenges for structural
analysis. Glycosylation on proteins is notoriously chemically and conformationally
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heterogeneous. At best, this can limit the utility of crystallography, and to some extent cryoEM, which rely on the averaging of signals from many thousands of molecules to reveal the
consensus structure. At worst, X-ray crystallographic analysis can be completely precluded if
the extensive and diverse glycosylation prevents crystallization or limits the diffraction. Both
cryo-EM and crystallographic analysis of Env have been greatly enhanced by the availability
of methods to control glycosylation processing. For example, the first structure of the gp120
core was achieved using an insect cell expression system which resulted in paucimannose-type
(Man1-3GlcNAc2+/-Fuc) and oligomannose-type (Man5-9GlcNAc2, hereafter referred to simply
as Man5-9) and structures that could be readily cleaved by the endoglycosidases Endo H and
D (74, 147). Glycan cleavage has aided structural analysis of the core and a variety of other
methods have been developed to trap glycans in a cleavable form using mammalian expression
systems (23). However, given the importance of glycans within the epitope of bnAbs, it has
been increasingly common to attempt to preserve much if not all of the glycan shield.
At one end of the scale, minimally glycosylated scaffolds have been developed that
present some glycan epitopes. One example is the engineered outer domain region of gp120
displaying a mini-V3 loop (termed eODmV3) in complex with the Fab of PGT128 that binds
glycans (103). As minimally glycosylated structures typically exhibit substantial chemical
heterogeneity, the eODmV3 was expressed in 293S cells devoid of GlcNAc transferase I (GnT
I) activity (112). This expression system stalls the processing of glycans resulting in
oligomannose-type glycans dominated by Man-5. Interestingly, the complex that was
crystallized was isolated by size-exclusion chromatography and the resulting structure revealed
extensive density for larger Man-9 suggesting that this glycoform had been enriched during
purification of the complex.
A similar strategy was employed to determine the structure of the PG16 epitope
contained within a V1V2 scaffold construct (99). In this case, the small-molecule inhibitor,
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swainsonine, was used to impede glycan processing by Golgi α-mannosidase II to generate socalled hybrid-type glycans (99). These glycans have a shared Man-5 core but contain the glycan
processing on one arm of the glycan and which can exhibit fucosylation at the GlcNAc
proximal to the covalently linked asparagine residue on the protein surface. Similar to the
PGT128 complex described above, the PG16 complex enriched for homogeneous glycans, in
this case an α2,3-sialylated hybrid-type glycan (99).
At the other end of the scale, the ability to engineer glycans to be sensitive to
endoglycosidase was exploited in the elucidation of the first crystal structure of soluble
ectodomain of the trimeric Env spike, that of BG505 SOSIP.664 (63). Here, BG505 SOSIP.664
was expressed in GnTI-deficient 293S cells, complexed with antibody PGT122 that binds to a
composite glycan and protein epitope, and subjected to glycan cleavage with EndoH, which
cleaved those glycans not protected by antibodies in the complex or by the tertiary/quaternary
structure. However, a substantial fraction of the glycans can be protected by the bound
antibodies, particularly if two or more Fabs are used in the X-ray structure determination (142).
A combination of two Fabs, PGT122 and 35O22, which bound to either end of the
trimer, were then found that were able to dominate the crystal lattice contacts in X-ray
structures of SOSIP.664 trimers (100) and made it possible to solve structures of clade G
X1193.c1 SOSIP.665 G459C, clade A BG505 SOSIP.664 T332N, and clade B strain JR-FL
trimers with fully intact oligomannose-type glycoforms (134). These structures show extensive
density for glycans, although many conserved glycans differ in their apparent conformations
across the structures consistent with conformational flexibility of glycans on the Env trimer.
The utility in using Fabs to dominate lattice contacts has been further demonstrated by a
structure of a BG505 SOSIP.664 trimer expressed in 293F cells with native-like glycosylation,
which not only revealed the epitope of a hitherto undisclosed CD4 binding site antibody but
also did not require any deliberate glycan engineering (50). Depending on the fraction isolated
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from the size exclusion purification of the complex, certain glycoforms on the trimer appeared
different, suggesting some heterogeneity within a single BG505 SOSIP trimer preparation.
Here, the resulting electron density challenged a simplistic understanding of the structure of
the glycan shield, not least of which was that the resulting glycan structures differed to those
characterized by mass spectrometry of glycopeptides derived from the Env protein (7, 8).
Gristick et al. provided appropriate caveats in their analysis (50), but the discrepancies suggest
that either there is a substantial enrichment of particular SOSIP glycoforms during
crystallization or that the interpretation of glycans not extensively stabilized by interactions
with the protein surface can

lead to incorrect inferences about the underlying glycan

composition.
Because glycans are part of nearly every bnAb epitope, they also influence the choice
of bnAb for purification by immune-affinity capture. For example, if a virus is not neutralized
by 2G12 or PGT145 (110, 117), two of the most popular antibody reagents used for Env
purification, the corresponding soluble SOSIP Env trimer made from that virus is unlikely to
be able to be purified using those antibodies, unless their epitopes are engineered into the
construct. PGT151 is another alternative purification reagent that is sensitive to the quaternary
integrity of the Env trimers (115). Despite differences in these antigenic sites, the way in which
one purifies an Env trimer is for the most part independent of the trimer purification strategy
and much more dependent on the proper quaternary structure of Env (7, 21, 46, 109). While
global trends appear to be consistent, site specific or minor differences may result from use of
these different approaches.
X-ray Crystallography of Env
The structure of the HIV-1 Env trimer by X-ray crystallography took many years and studies
were first initiated in 2002 with the advent of early versions of the JR-FL SOSIP trimer
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construct (9, 119). Crystals were obtained with KNH1144 SOSIP.681, but these diffracted to
a very low resolution (63). Identification of BG505.664 (117) was the critical breakthrough
for obtaining high resolution X-ray and EM structures (63, 85). The resolution of the crystal
structure of this third generation BG505 SOSIP.664 Env trimer was 4.7 Å and exhibited
anisotropy in the

X-ray diffraction that limited the overall resolution (63).

Glycan

heterogeneity was also a major issue and deglycosylation of the Env trimer in the presence of
bnAb PGT122 removed many of the sugars not protected by the bnAb or by quaternary or
tertiary contacts in the protein. The overall strategy to determine the Env trimer structure by
X-ray crystallography was to use different antibodies, singly or in combination, to enable
different crystal packing and lattice formation (63). It was not until around 2008 that bnAbs to
HIV-1 started to be discovered in increasing numbers by various groups, such as the Burton,
Nussenzweig and Mascola labs (18, 39, 81, 87, 123, 124, 140). Identification of another bnAb,
35O22, in 2013 from Mark Connors lab led to an increase in the resolution of the Env trimer
structure to 3.7 Å (100), when used in combination of PGT122. We have tried many
combination of antibodies both past and present, but the PGT121- family members combined
with 35O22 have proven optimal so far and enabled the resolution of the structures to gradually
be increased to 3 Å for the clade A BG505 SOSIP trimers (43); thus, more complete models of
the Env trimer have been obtained with greater definition of the structural features, including
some well-defined glycans, particularly surrounding the bnAbs. Other constructs including
NFL trimers have been crystallized and structures determined for a clade C trimer (52), as well
as for clade B and clade G SOSIP trimers (134). For more details, please see (142).
Electron Microscopy of Env Trimers
Electron microscopy was critical in the development of the BG505.664 SOSIP platform as
described above. Cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) has, however, played an increasing role
in high-resolution structure determination of HIV Env complexes with bNAbs and has emerged
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as a primary driver for investigating other viral antigens and complexes with antibodies, for
example (68, 83, 97, 98). Unlike X-ray crystallography, cryo-EM has the advantage of being
independent of crystallization and formation of lattice contacts. Thus, there is no inherent
advantage in glycan engineering although analysis of heterogeneous glycosylation sites
potentially poses problems in unambiguous structural interpretation. However, the most
significant advantage is that the very complexity that can prevent protein crystallization can
actually enhance single particle data analysis. Due to the requirement to computationally align
and classify cryo-EM images of particles, the more features that the target particle possesses,
the greater ability to identify, sort, and align particles with computational fidelity and,
therefore, the better the resulting resolution. This approach has been particularly powerful in
the HIV field where complexing a target with multiple Fabs can greatly facilitate structure
determination of Env and analysis of the bnAb epitopes (78, 85).
Low resolution negative-stain EM is a powerful method for rapidly mapping epitopes
of bnAbs, but the limited resolution (~15-25 Å) precludes an explicit atomic-level description.
However, hybrid or integrative modelling (141), which can be accomplished by docking crystal
structures of components of a given Env trimer-antibody complex into the EM reconstructions
can enhance the molecular information that can be obtained. For example, this approach
allowed description of the quaternary epitope of the apex targeting antibody, PG9, in complex
with BG505 SOSIP.664, revealing that PG9 likely interacts with symmetry-related apex
glycans on two protomers of the trimer (62). Modelling cannot however replace explicit highresolution structure determination. In 2013, we solved the first high-resolution cryo-EM
structure of the soluble HIV Env SOSIP.664 trimer (85). This structure was a milestone in the
field and began to reveal atomic details of the intact Env trimer and its associated glycans.
Nevertheless, the resolution was limited to ~5.8 Å, despite the use of a direct electron detector,
which has helped revolutionize cryo-EM (80, 136, 137). The next big advance came when we
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combined a direct electron detector with the 300keV Titan Krios electron microscope, resulting
in a ~4.2 Å resolution reconstruction and the first cryo-EM map with atomic level details of
the natively glycosylated trimer (78). Subsequent improvements in sample preparation, data
collection, and graphics processing units (GPU) enabled image processing algorithms where
we can now achieve ~3.5 Å resolution datasets (95), with many parts of the cryo-EM maps of
Env resolved to better than 3 Å and where the atomic features are uncovered in high detail.
Another advantage of cryo-EM is that single particle data can be submitted to rigorous
2D and 3D classification using programs such as Relion (125, 126) to separate out structural
heterogeneity or trimers with substoichiometric occupancy of bound antibodies. Thus, a single
data set of an Env-bnAb complex typically can be deconvoluted into multiple cryo-EM
reconstructions that more completely and accurately portray the actual ensemble of complexes
in solution. We used such an approach to show that the CD4-binding site (CD4bs)-directed
bnAb PGV04 bound to BG505 SOSIP trimers with variable occupancy, with the average
stoichiometry of two per trimer, but where 0-3 Fabs were bound (85). A solution-based
approach, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), was also used to measure occupancy and
resulted in a similar substoichiometric values. The clear advantage of cryo-EM is that the
distributions of occupancies and conformational states can be resolved. In this particular case,
deglycosylation of the Env trimer increased the stoichiometry, suggesting that glycan
heterogeneity, most likely surrounding the CD4bs, led to the protomers with no Fab bound.
The glycans on Env comprise approximately 50% of the mass of the trimer and are by
and large flexible and disordered in the absence of bnAbs that partially immobilize the glycans
in their cognate epitopes. Hence, we typically observe only the first two sugar residues at any
given PNGS in the absence of antibody interaction. The notable exception is PNGS at N262,
which, in contrast to all of the other glycans that project off the trimer surface, lays flat against
gp120 in a groove and is resolved to Man-5 or Man-6 (78). Further evidence for, and
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identification of, the more disordered glycans can be observed in the cryo-EM maps contoured
at low levels or in low-pass filtered maps. Similar observations can sometimes be made in Xray maps of glycoproteins contoured at lower resolution.
Resolved glycans that are part of bnAb epitopes are usually consistent with analogous
X-ray structures, although most crystallographic structures are derived for Env trimers
produced exclusively with high mannose glycans and treated with a glycosidase after antibody
complex formation to remove more accessible glycans and promote crystallization (63, 72).
Because of the aforementioned flexibility in the glycans, X-ray and cryo-EM maps of Envantibody complexes are quite similar for the core GlcNAc and mannose moieties that are
common to all glycan structures; the complex-specific sugar moieties, such as the core fucose,
branching galactose or sialic acid, are rarely resolved in cryo-EM maps, although exceptions
include visualization of bi-antennary to tetra-antennary structures (78). Finally, building and
refinement of glycan structures into density maps, whether EM or X-ray, remains difficult and
there is a great need for improved algorithms and automation (1, 26).
Cryo-EM has clear advantages over X-ray crystallography in the examination of
membrane-bound and native viral spikes, where only very small amounts of material can be
purified and the hydrophobic transmembrane region tends to be flexible and leads to micelle
formation and aggregation (78). These studies have not only demonstrated that membranetethering has no measurable impact on the protein structure, but that the SOSIP mutations do
not perturb the protein from its native pre-fusion state (78, 85). These recent findings added
further structural validation to the use of soluble SOSIPs in vaccination strategies.
Overall, X-ray crystallographic and cryo-EM analyses of Env trimers that displayed
engineered glycans to those where no glycan engineering was used has suggested that the
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protein structure is independent of glycan processing. Hence, the Env trimer can tolerate a
significant degree of glycan heterogeneity.
Glycan and glycopeptide analytics
The prevalence of glycans within the epitopes of bnAbs on Env has motivated the examination
of the precise chemical composition of the Env glycans. Central to any vaccination strategy
that aims to elicit glycan-targeting antibodies is that the recombinant immunogen displays
glycans that sufficiently resemble their individual processed states on the native virion so that
any resulting anti-glycan antibody response will cross-react with and neutralize the virus. It is
an established tenet of glycobiology that the fine processing of complex-type glycosylation is
heavily influenced by the producer cell type and prevailing physiological conditions (111, 116).
However, it is extremely challenging to isolate native virions from infected individuals for
glycan and glycopeptide analysis. For this reason, analysis was initially restricted to
recombinant monomeric gp120 (30, 48, 79, 96, 152), before eventually proceeding to trimeric
native-like SOSIPs (7, 8, 53), membrane-tethered Env trimers (47), and viruses produced in
different cell systems (13, 36, 101, 106). The antigenic cross-reactivity between the leading
recombinant trimers and glycan-binding bnAbs indicates that the identity of glycans on
recombinant immunogens can be used to infer the glycan structure on the native virus. While
the cross-reactivity does not formally identify the native glycan target, it does, however,
demonstrate that recombinant immunogens bearing such glycans could conceivably elicit
similar cross-reactive anti-glycan antibodies.
Two main approaches have been used in understanding the composition of the glycan
shield of immunogens and virus: analysis of released glycans and analysis of glycopeptides.
The latter approach provides site-specific information and is necessary to reveal the chemical
conformation of precise antibody epitopes. However, much information can be garnered from
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the initial evaluation of a pool of enzymatically released glycans. Analysis of glycans from gel
bands of pseudo-virions and peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC)-derived virions
showed that the virus is dominated by oligomannose-type glycans (13, 36, 106) and provided
an important benchmark for evaluation of candidate immunogens.
Mass spectrometry can be influenced by glycan charge and is not necessarily
quantitative. In contrast, ultra- and high-performance liquid chromatography (UPLC and
HPLC) of fluorescently labelled glycans enable the unbiased profiling of glycans (34). In
addition, the abundance of oligomannose-type glycans (or other features) can be readily
assessed by comparing the parent glycan pool with that of glycans digested, in this case, with
oligomannose-specific endoglycosidases, such as Endo H. These methods have been used to
demonstrate that SOSIP.664 format has significantly higher content of oligomannose-type
glycans compared to other oligomeric Env formats, such as foldons or uncleaved trimers (115).

The analysis of glycopeptides requires the use of mass spectrometry. However, the
methodology can yield results that contradict with what is known of glycan structures from
structural and antigenic information. When these discrepancies arise, it is likely due to lack of
quantitative ionization and the over-representation of minor species. While differential
ionization can be one source of error, the principles adopted by the data analysis software can
also impede quantitative analysis. For example, many software packages utilize ion counts
rather than ion intensities in the evaluation of ion abundance. In the site-specific analysis of
BG505 SOSIP.664, the in-line LC-MS analysis that we implemented was benchmarked to the
MS of isolated glycopeptide fractions (8). Overall, the analyses were in close agreement from
the two approaches in the analysis of glycosylation sites that contained exclusively
oligomannose-type glycans, those with almost exclusively complex-type glycans, and those
with a range of structures (termed ‘mixed’ sites). The ability to quantify the abundance of
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glycans has led to the assessment of the impact of different protein architectures on glycan
processing, such as the impact of trimerization on glycosylation of gp120, or the impact of lack
of furin-cleavage on the maturation of the glycan shield (7, 115). Non-quantitative analysis of
glycopeptides has also found utility in capturing the major species present on virion-derived
material. Panico et al. also showed that virions have comparable glycan compositions at all
sites on gp120 with the exception of the membrane-proximal N88 position (101).
While glycopeptide analysis offers a great level of detail regarding the precise glycans
displayed at individual sites on an immunogen or virus, there are some advantages afforded by
the simplification of the material to reveal basic classes of glycosylation status. For example,
Cao et al. used protein N-glycosidase and Endo H to determine the relative abundance of nonglycosylated peptide, peptide displaying oligomannose/hybrid-type glycans, and the
percentage of glycan displaying Endo H-resistant complex-type glycans (21). This method is
sensitive and more reliably achieves complete coverage in comparison to the analysis of the
parent glycopeptides. Reassuringly, there is close agreement between the validated
glycopeptide analysis of Behrens et al. (8) and that of the deglycosylation approach of Cao et
al. (21) (Figure 1).
Glycan Binding Analyses of Anti-HIV bnAbs
In another important development, glycan arrays have been particularly useful in assessing the
glycan binding properties of bnAbs. The current arrays have a large assortment of glycans that
can be interrogated for binding to receptors and other proteins (45). Several arrays are available
and the one that is most commonly used was developed by Jim Paulson, Chi-Huey Wong and
others (12, 15) and made generally available through the the Consortium for Functional
Glycomics. The most recent versions contains extended airway glycans that include extended
poly-N-acetyl-lactosamine (poly-LacNAc) chains (104) and other presentations for high-
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throughput analysis (22). Other glycan arrays such as the neoglycolipid array (42, 75) and
aluminum oxide-coated glass slide array (22) have also been developed. When the glycan is a
major component of the bnAb epitope, then binding can be seen with the bnAb on the array.
On the other hand, even though glycans are typically part of the bnAb epitopes, they are
sometimes not readily visualized on the glycan array if their binding is weak or requires glycan
clustering (76), or if the epitope intimately involves the glycan-protein interface (66, 72). One
of the first examples in the HIV field was that of antibody 2G12 that binds exclusively to high
mannose glycans (12, 19, 121). The next example was for PGT128 that also binds high
mannose sugars (103). Recognition of more complex glycans has also been observed for
antibodies, such as PG9/PG16 at the Env trimer apex (78, 90, 99) and PGT151 (11, 40, 78, 90,
99), which binds lower down the trimer where the glycans are less dense and can be processed
more readily to completeness to complex-type sugars. Indeed, branched bi- to tetra-antennary
glycans have been visualized by cryo-EM on JR-FL trimers (78).

Biosynthesis of the Glycan Shield
Env Structure
In mammals, both the humoral and cellular innate immune systems can readily recognise and
be activated by exposed oligomannose-type glycans (49). The conversion in the Golgi
apparatus of oligomannose- to complex-type glycans on self glycoproteins is consequently
highly efficient. Only rare examples have been documented of secreted or cell-surface self
glycoproteins presenting oligomannose-type glycans (2, 27). These typically occur in
structurally hindered sites or in some disease pathologies where the integrity of the secretory
system may have been compromised (84). In contrast to self glycoproteins, analysis of the
glycans of recombinant gp120 identified a minor population of oligomannose structures (92).
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Extensive analysis has repeatedly confirmed such a population on a variety of recombinant
gp120 monomers (7, 30, 48, 79, 96, 107, 152) and the oligomannose-type glycans cluster
within a heavily glycosylated region on the outer domain, which has been coined the ‘intrinsic
mannose patch’ (IMP) (6, 13, 25, 36). The abundance of oligomannose-type glycans in the
IMP is less than observed on virions-derived Env and has led to the hypothesis of an additional
‘trimer-associated mannose patch’ (TAMP) (6, 13, 25, 36).
In support of a TAMP, profiling of released glycans from a panel of oligomeric
immunogens has demonstrated that only those trimers with a compact structure displaying
three-fold symmetry along the trimer axis exhibit elevated level of oligomannose-type glycans
(7, 115). This finding established that quaternary structural constraints are important in driving
the formation of the native mannose patch on Env. At one extreme, BG505 SOSIP.664 displays
~65% oligomannose-type glycans, whereas the CZA97 foldon trimer has ~30% suggesting
little or no quaternary constraints on glycan processing are imposed by foldon-induced
oligomerization (115). This notion is consistent with the EM analysis that suggests the
abundance of native-like material in foldon trimers is negligible (115). Despite these
convincing observations, a contradictory cryo-EM analysis has been reported that has been
used to argue that the CZA97 foldon adopts a native-like fold (82). The conflict is likely to be
a result of the imposition of three-fold symmetry in the data processing that is not reflective of
the foldon trimer population and may also explain why high-resolution reconstructions could
not be achieved (82). In one controlled experiment to shed further light on this issue,
quantitative site-specific analysis was performed on BG505 monomer, uncleaved BG505
oligomer and BG505 SOSIP.664 (7). This analysis revealed the conservation of the IMP across
the different formats indicative of similar processing of glycans, but showed that only the
BG505 SOSIP.664 trimers displayed significantly elevated content of oligomannose-type
glycans and a defined TAMP along the protomer interface (7).
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Glycan analysis therefore has a considerable role in complementing cryo-EM and Xray crystallography in the evaluation of candidate trimeric immunogens. High content of
oligomannose-type glycans together with observed ordered compact structures is the hallmark
of correctly folded native-like Env material. This complementary approach has been used to
assess a growing number of candidate immunogens and to assess the impact of further protein
engineering strategies (31, 103, 115, 134, 135, 150).
The conservation of the mannose patch has important implications in immunogen
design. Not only does evaluation of the glycosylation enable triaging of immunogen
candidates, but the conservation of the mannose patch suggests that it is largely insensitive to
mutation that effect the frequency and distribution of glycans (24). So why is the mannose
patch so resilient to changes in glycosylation position and frequency? The answer lies in the
extent of the substrate recognition interface of the ER and Golgi α-mannosidases (6, 107). The
crystal structure of a deactivated ER α-mannosidase I in complex with its oligomannose
substrate was docked onto a structure of Env containing the N332 glycan, which resides at the
centre of the IMP. The enzyme in the resulting model of the complex completely enveloped
three neighboring glycans (N295, N137 and N411) and supports the simple model that enzyme
inaccessibility prevents canonical glycan maturation (6). Importantly, the extent and
redundancy of these clashes suggests that mutation would unlikely impact the processing of
neighboring glycan structures. This model is supported by glycan profiling and selected sitespecific analysis of gp120 monomers containing glycan site mutations (107).

Finally,

enzymatically inaccessible glycans have been revealed in an in vitro model of gp120
maturation where gp120 with engineered Man9GlcNAc2 glycoforms was incubated with ER αmannosidase I (36).
Overall, we can conclude that mimicry in protein structure between recombinant
trimers and functional Env spikes similarly drives mimicry between their glycan shields (115).
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But whereas this may be true for glycosylation sites presenting sterically protected
oligomannose-type structures, does this hold for those sites displaying complex-type glycans?
The enzymatic answer to this question has two hierarchies: one at the level of branching (for
example bi-antennary versus tri-antennary glycans) and the other in the types and abundance
of terminal structures (such as sialylation, fucosylation, or even polylactosamine extensions).
Analysis of PBMC-derived Env by ion-mobility MS and HPLC suggests that, while the content
of oligomannose-type glycans is similar to that observed in SOSIP.664 formats, the processed
glycans diverge in their degree of processing (106). In particular, the abundance of sialylated
structures was notable and also dominated by α2,6-linkages rather than α2,3-linkages typically
observed in human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293T/F or Chinese hamster ovary (CHO)
expression

systems

(106).

Importantly,

recombinant

SOSIP.664

has

negligible

polylactosamine structures that are characteristic of macrophage-derived Env (145). The
significant structural divergence that results from polylactosamine extensions underscores the
conclusion that recombinant trimers may only reliably recapitulate the mannose patch of native
trimers and that the cell-dependent variation in complex-type structures may limit the utility of
targeting epitopes containing complex-type glycans. This concern is underscored by the
reduced sensitivity to antibody-mediated neutralization of isogenic virus derived from
macrophages compared to PBMCs (145). Nevertheless, bnAbs by definition are able to target
multiple strains and subtypes and also can also by and large cope with glycan heterogeneity.
For the bnAbs with the greatest breadth, the likely explanation is that the components of the
glycans that are recognized are those that are common in all glycoforms, namely the GlcNAcmannose core. In several cases, this is borne out by interactions seen with these core sugars
with bnAbs in cryo-EM and X-ray structures (44, 50, 61, 72, 73, 76, 77, 134, 142).
In other cases, the limitation in dealing with glycan heterogeneity is underscored by the
observation of neutralization plateaus in which increasing bnAb concentration fails to
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completely neutralize a virus (88). This finding has been interpreted as evidence that glycan
heterogeneity can lead to a population of resistant viruses. In support of this notion, these
neutralization plateaus can often be influenced by glycan engineering of the target virus. For
example, even antibodies targeting the IMP can display incomplete neutralization plateaus
(88). Virions displaying Man-9, in the presence of kifunensine, are rendered resistant to
PGT135 neutralization (88). In addition, binding of PGT135 is substantially impaired by
engineering all of the glycoforms of gp120 to Man-9 (108). Thus, in a vaccination setting
whether for natural viruses or for designed immunogens, subtle heterogeneity of a glycan target
can affect the potency of certain antibody lineages to particular epitopes.
In the future, designed Env immunogens may be explored bearing a greater range of
complex-type structures. This will entail obtaining a much more detailed understanding of the
fine glycan structures presented by virions in a native infectious setting coupled with
concomitant advances in the expression of Env immunogens displaying bespoke glycoforms.

Structural Biology of the Glycan Shield
BnAbs interact with glycans in a variety of ways, from core N-acetylglucosamines to the
extended branches of high mannose or complex glycoforms (Figure 2). The N332 glycan, for
which there is the most structural information, is typically a Man-8 or Man-9 that is completely
resolved in several structures with bound bnAbs (e.g. PGT121, PGT124, PGT128, 10-1074)
(43, 44, 50, 77, 103, 134). While there is some flexibility within this glycan, the structures
demonstrate its relative rigidity, as it is located at the center of the densely glycosylated
mannose patch on the outer domain of gp120 (Figure 3). In fact, it is so densely glycosylated
that sugar processing enzymes are sterically excluded from accessing these glycans (6, 107),
thereby endowing its restricted character to a high mannose patch. This patch is conserved
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across multiple HIV Env subtypes (13, 46), is a function of the trimeric quaternary structure of
Env (7, 115), and independent of the purification method as long as native-like, prefusion Env
constructs are expressed (21, 115).
N332 Examples
The prototypic example of binding to high mannose glycan at N332 is PGT128 where almost
all of the sugars in the Man-9 glycan interact with the antibody. In crystal structures of Fabs
PGT 127 and 128, a bound Man-9 glycan could be resolved to ultra-high resolution of 1.65
and 1.29 Å, respectively (103) and indicated that the glycan bound in it low energy
conformation with associated stabilizing water molecules between the sugar moieties of the
glycan. A complex structure with an engineered outer domain of gp120 (eOD) further
illustrated that PGT128 bound not only to the glycan at N332 but also at N301, but in this case
only to the core sugars (Figure 4A). Only a comparatively small linear region of the protein
at the base of the V3 loop (Ile323-Arg327) interacted specifically with the Fab. Other antibody
crystal structures where the V3 loop was observed include PGT135 (72), PGT121 (63), 101074 (50) and PGT124 (44), the latter two recognizing only a single glycan at N332 compared
to the other antibodies that interact with two or more glycans. The N332 glycan has also been
observed in EM reconstructions with N332-targeting bnAb PGT128 (77).
N160 Examples
The trimer apex is characterized by the conserved N160 and N156 (or N173) glycans that
project

upward

and

are

critical

components

of

bnAbs

such

as

PG9/PG16,

PGT145/PGMD1400, CAP256.VRC26, and others. Early crystal structures of PG9 and PG16
in complex with a small, scaffolded piece of the Env apex V1/V2 revealed glycans Man4/N156 and Man-5/N160, and Man-5/N160 and sialated hybrid-N156, respectively (Figure 4B)
(90, 99). The structure of VRC38, another apex-targeting bnAb, in complex with the same
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scaffold but expressed in 293S GnTI-deficient cell line, similar to the PG9 structures, revealed
yet another view of the N156 and N160 Man-5 glycans (Figure 4C) (20). The recent cryo-EM
structure of BG505 SOSIP, expressed in 293F cells, in complex with PGT145 interpreted Man6 at the glycan at N160 (76). The long, anionic, beta-hairpin of PGT145 heavy chain
complementarity determining region-3 (CDR3) penetrates through the N160 glycan triad,
interacting primarily with one N160 glycan (Figure 4D). These examples illustrate the exquisite
subtleties of our present understanding of glycans, and how the binding of a bnAb can help
resolve glycans and/or induce a conformational difference in their orientation (71, 72).
Complex Glycans in gp41
N611 and N637 are modified tri- or tetra-antennary complex glycans with core fucosylation.
In the JR-FL deltaCT complex with PGT151, there are extensive interactions with the terminal
branches of the glycans, as well as core sugar moieties including the fucose attached to the first
GlcNAc sugar (Figure 3). The diversity/heterogeneity and complexity of these interactions
may be responsible for the lower breadth achieved by these bnAbs and the plateaus observed
in incomplete neutralization curves. Hence, bnAbs evolve to accommodate glycans that include
engaging the conserved base of the glycans (Man-3) and negotiating the more flexible and
heterogeneous branches (Figures 2 and 3). After extensive somatic hypermutation, many
bnAbs become dependent on glycans for binding, and removal of the glycans can result in
increased off-rates and weaker binding affinity (e.g. 3BC315, 3BNC117) (70, 76). Others, like
the PGT151 family or N332 bnAbs are obligate glycan binders with little to no affinity or
ability to neutralize in the absence of certain glycans (40). While there are trends across
subtypes, glycan dependence does not hold across all subtypes and there are examples where
glycans can be removed or a proximal glycan can act as a surrogate (e.g. PGT128) (77, 129).
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CD4 Binding Site Glycans
The receptor CD4bs glycans are clear impediments to binding the Env trimer. The CD4
receptor itself contains an immunoglobulin fold and resembles the heavy chain of an antibody.
Many CD4bs bnAbs therefore use receptor mimicry for recognition. However, the presence
of a light chain creates an additional steric hurdle and severely restricts the permissible angle
of approach and binding to the CD4bs (28, 58, 63, 85, 130, 151). Efforts to circumvent these
hurdles and elicit CD4bs bnAbs include minimal epitope presentation or outright removal of
CD4bs glycans (14, 29, 58, 69, 144). While several glycans act as steric barriers, N276 is the
most critical. The N276 glycan interacts with the light chain of VRC01-class bnAbs, and
requires an unusually short (5aa) CDR3 to accommodate the glycan (60). Most VRC01-class
bnAbs become dependent on this glycan and deletion results in loss of affinity and
neutralization (41). However, elicitation of the germlines (GL) of VRC01-like antibodies
requires removal of the N276 from GL trimers (91) or on epitope-scaffolded proteins such as
eOD6/8 (58, 59). Immunization then requires adding back of these deleted glycans to enable
evolution of the elicited GL antibodies to achieve recognition of native virions with their full
constellation of glycans (59, 131).
Glycans are truly steric barriers that normally silence or suppress immune responses to
Env. This was beautifully shown in rabbit vaccination experiments using the BG505.664
SOSIP trimer. The primary neutralizing responses to these trimers were to a rare “glycan hole”
on the Env trimer (29, 69, 89). The exposed, peptidic trimer base, a neo-epitope on the soluble
SOSIP trimers, was also preferentially targeted by non-neutralizing antibodies (56). These
studies highlight the preference of the adaptive immune response to protein epitopes over
glycan-containing epitopes, and the hurdles inherent in HIV vaccine design. Strategies to
knock-out particular glycans in the priming immunogen and reintroduce them in subsequent
boosting immunogens is an active area of research to help overcome these challenges.
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Conclusions and Perspectives
Substantial progress has been made recently in characterizing the extensive glycan shield of
HIV (8, 21). It was thought for many years that this glycan coat provided an impenetrable
barrier to the immune system. However, the density of the N-linked glycosylation on the HIV
trimer far exceeds anything on human proteins and furthermore limits the heterogeneity of the
glycans on HIV. Because of the exceedingly high density, many of the glycans are stalled as
incompletely processed high mannose sugars that are relatively homogeneous on the Env
surface. As a result, the glycans in the more exposed gp120 domain are relatively conserved
particularly in the IMP. Although these self glycans should be relatively immunosilent, and
indeed can be used to diminish immunodominant epitopes (113), their overwhelming density
and their proximity to the viral protein components has rendered them as targets for the immune
system. Although immune responses against heavily glycosylated proteins, such as HIV, are
relatively weak, over time antibodies can develop that recognize both the sugar and peptide
components of the glycoprotein. Indeed, almost all of the bnAbs to HIV contact or attempt to
circumnavigate these glycans (72) and they become integral parts of the bnAb epitopes. These
glycans have aided in elucidation of the Env structures as complexes with bnAbs that recognize
these glycans were instrumental for determination of the initial X-ray and EM structures for
crystal lattice contacts and for adding mass and features for cryo-EM particle alignment and
resolution (63, 85). Such approaches have been extensively used since then to decipher the
wide range of broadly neutralizing epitopes on the viral surface. Characterization of these
glycans has proved challenging not only in the context of the Env protein structure, but also
in analytically dissecting the composition of the glycans at each glycosylation site in the
protein. Methods have now advanced such that a whole new chapter has been written recently
in analysis of the HIV glycan shield (7, 8, 21). The question of whether the soluble SOSIP
proteins express the same glycoforms as the membrane-bound version has also recently been
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addressed (46, 106), as well as the more challenging question of what glycoforms are expressed
on Env on the virus in different cell lines and, in particular, in CD4+ T cells (106). Some subtle
differences do seem to arise in Env glycosylation (106), but it is not known whether such
variation will be critical for eliciting broadly neutralizing responses against soluble
immunogens or whether some membrane-bound construct will ultimately be required.
Notwithstanding, bnAbs isolated from HIV-infected individuals bind strongly to the soluble
Env constructs, which can be explained in part by antibody recognition of the core component
of the glycans that is essentially identical for high mannose, hybrid and complex glycans. Some
differences do arise such as the fucosylation on the first N-acetylglucosamine in complex
glycans, and the heterogeneity of the complex glycans themselves can play a role in not
achieving 100% neutralization, where a plateauing effect in the neutralization assays is
observed with certain bnAbs and certain viruses (88, 108).
However, when we look back and consider how difficult and challenging it was to gain
even limited information on the glycan shield, we have come a very long way in the last few
years. Progress is now very rapid and more and more Env constructs are being analysed to look
for similarities and differences in glycosylation in different strains and subtypes and for
comparison with the same Env proteins on the virus itself. The glycan shield is still a barrier
to overcome for natural infection and for vaccination. Vaccine trials in animal models have
already illustrated that small breaches in the glycan shield can be exploited by the immune
system (29, 69, 89, 144), but these holes tend to be viral isolate specific and do not give rise to
neutralization breadth. Filling these glycan holes as well as creating new holes for engagement
of desired germline antibodies is currently being explored (29, 69, 89, 144). Without question,
the quality and quantity of information amassed in the last few years on the glycan shield
through use of a variety of biophysical methods has been quite astounding. We now have to
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harness that ever increasing compendium of structural and functional knowledge on the HIV
Env glycoprotein to aid in design of a truly effective HIV vaccine.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1. Model of the processing status of individual N-linked glycosylation sites on the
BG505 SOSIP.664 trimer. The model is adapted from Behrens et al. (7, 8) and is constructed
from the cryo-EM structure of glycosylated SOSIP (78) with terminal glycans modelled in that
are not apparent in the cryo-EM maps. The protein surface is depicted in gray and the surface
of the glycans are coored according to the percentage of high-mannose gycans.

Figure 2. Examples of bnAb recognition of glycans. A. The light chain (dark gray) of
3BNC117 (PDB 5V8L), a CD4bs-directed bnAb, interacts primarily with the core GlcNAc
moieties (blue) at the base of the glycan and less with the branched Man glycans (green). Note
that the glycans are only resolved to Man-6 with the terminal branching glycans (indicated by
arrows) disordered in the cryoEM map. B. The heavy chain (dark gray ) of PGT128 (PDB
5ACO), an N332 supersite bnAb, interacts with extended Man-8 (shown) or Man-9 glycans.
Because these glycan moieties interact strongly with the bnAb heavy (dark gray) and light
(light gray) chains, they are typically well resolved in crystallographic or cryoEM maps. In
fact, PGT128 binds high mannose so well that the structure of the Fab and Man-9 alone was
solved by crystallography (PDB 3TV3) (103). Man-8 is resolved in the figure shown. C. The
heavy chain (dark gray) of PGT151 (PDB 5FUU), a gp120/gp41 interface bnAb interacts with
minimally a tri-antennary complex glycan. Glycan array binding data suggest that this N611
glycan may be contain terminal sialic acid residues (indicated by magenta *), but these were
not resolved in the cryo-EM map. D. The heavy chain (dark gray) of PG16 (PDB 4DQO)
interacts with a terminal sialic acid of a hybrid-type glycan at N173.
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Figure 3. Glycan flexibility and resolution. A. Glycans exhibit differing degrees of flexibility
wherein the base is constrained and the two faces of the glycan remain, whereas the branched
glycans have additional degrees of freedom. Shown are example conformations for Man-5
(purple, PG9 bound; PDB 3U4E) or Man-6 (green, PGT145 bound; PDB 5V8L) of N160 and
Man-8 (brown, PGT128 bound; PDB 5ACO) and Man-8 (cyan, 10-1074 bound; PDB 5T3X)
of N332. B. Ideal density (mesh) for a Man-9 (white sticks) glycan filtered to resolutions
ranging from 2-20 Å. C. Cryo-EM density map (EMD-3308) filtered to different resolutions
highlighting several gp120 glycans. At the lowest resolution (3-4 Å), only the first 2-3 glycan
moieties are observed, due to conformational variability in the extended sugars. In the case of
the glycan at N448, which interacts with the bnAb PGT151, extended branching is observed.
As the cryo-EM density map is filtered to progressively higher resolutions, more of the glycan
density is observed and the map captures some of the conformational heterogeneity.
Glycosylation sites that contain a heterogeneous population of glycoforms (as confirmed by
MS) can further blur the resolution. Even at the highest filtered resolution cryo-EM maps (10
Å), the full extent of glycans is not resolved to the same extent as the idealized density shown
in Panel B. This supports a high degree of conformational flexibility of the branched portions
of glycans.

Figure 4. Penetrating the glycan shield. Early structures of bnAbs bound to small portions of
gp120 revealed how bnAbs deployed long heavy chain CDR3 loops to insert between glycans
and access the underlying peptide surface of Env. A. In PGT128, an N332 supersite bnAb,
CDRH3 is sandwiched between glycans at N301 and N332. B. In PG9, an apex bnAb, CDRH3
is sandwiched between N156 and N160. C. VRC38 also targets N156 and N160 Man-5 glycans
(20).

D. PGT145, another apex bnAb inserts its very long CDRH3 between three
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symmetrically related N160 glycans at the three-fold axis. In all cases, one glycan more
intimately interacts with the bnAb and is more fully resolved in the structures.
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